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A Blot on the Landscape: Pre-Surgery
Summer/Fall 

T    ,  .

I’d let the problem with my skin go on
for too long—not really thinking it was
a problem, just a drag, the way the skin
on the bridge of my nose would sometimes just skim off, like paint or ink in a
tin, and then ooze or bleed not a lot but
just enough to be annoying and then
thin-scab over and be all red looking.
A couple of guys, casual acquaintances, seemed to notice, though, and
keep track. One of them, a real estate
agent, kept asking me about it. I think
he thought it was ugly. A blot on the
landscape. Good looks were very important to him. Everyone in his fam-
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ily was good looking, and I guess he wanted that to extend to all of his
acquaintances. He’d joke about wife assault and ask me if I wanted him
to go and beat up the old man. e other guy was a doctor—more of a
research scientist-type doctor. He’d kind of come up pretty close to me
and peer at it. I think he thought it was ugly too but knew there had to be
a root cause. He kept telling me to go and get it checked out.
And, finally, I did. And then I got my first dermatologist who had to
make it look worse by scraping cells off for the lab tests and then, when the
basal-cell carcinoma diagnosis came in as predicted and I chose surgery
over radiation, I got a plastic surgeon—the best hand-reconstruction surgeon in the area, apparently, although I didn’t really know what that had
to do with me and the bridge of my nose. Both the dermatologist and the
surgeon were worried about the scar. With the radiation there wouldn’t
be a scar, but I couldn’t make myself go through radiation treatment for
something that was just a surface-layer malignancy. Plus it was on my face
which is close to my brain and I didn’t want radiation on my brain. I had
no idea what it really meant anyway, and the dermatologist wanted me to
make up my mind on the spot right there in her stark office, so I’d just said
surgery. Part of the scarring issue was that I already had a scar from an old
bicycle accident on the bridge of my nose, so there’d be lots of scar tissue
to deal with. And then there was the shape of the cancer. Kind of asterisk
shaped which promised a very flamboyant, wild, and asymmetrical scar
right in the middle of my face forever.

Something about Michael Jackson’s Face …
Wednesday  February 
Day Surgery sounded so casual to me. And it was at first. I just followed the
signs at St Joe’s, and it was just this little office where you checked in with a
receptionist and then you sat in chairs with all the other day surgery people.
A lot of the other people had other people with them. I had just walked
over to the hospital by myself thinking it was just like going to the dentist’s
office, and it was in the sense that it was only about three blocks farther
south from the dentist’s office, and I just walked in and said my name and
sat down. But then things started to get more serious. First there was the
big room, the surgery room, that I got let into having not really had to wait
that long. And I had to get into the gown like with real surgery (so they
could gain easier access to my face?). And then there were the two strange
people who came in and knew all about my surgery. ey were residents
or Dr Levis’s greeters or something like that. Anyway, they told me that
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they were going to prep me and that they were going to be there for the
surgery—helping—did she need help? And then they froze my face. It was
like a kind of low-rent botox (I couldn’t move my forehead for a week). And
then she was there, and they were scraping away on the bridge of my nose
making lots of scraping noise, all three of them, while they chatted to me
about Michael Jackson’s face—yikes! And I could even talk back to them
,my mouth moving centimetres away with my scraped-off cancer cells flying up in the air and landing who knows where. Dr Levis warned me again
about the scar. I guess she has to cover her bases in case I’m freaked out by
the result. But I’m already freaked out by the procedure and just want to
leave as quickly as possible. At the end, I got to sit up and then the three
of them were all gathered around me and one of them said, “Is someone
waiting here for you?” “No,” I hadn’t thought of that. And then Dr Levis
said, “Is someone picking you up?” “No.” “Do you want to call someone
to come and pick you up?” “No, that’s .” “Well, you might be a little bit
dizzy from the anaesthetic. It may not be safe for you to drive.” “at’s ok.
I didn’t drive. I walked. I’ll just walk home.” ey seemed kind of stunned.
ey eyebrowed each other as if they had never had a patient who walked
to and from day surgery before. “Well, couldn’t you call someone to pick
you up?” I was thinking that I didn’t actually feel too bad or anything. Dr
Levis had already explained that there would be bleeding and scabbing,
bruising and swelling. I knew that she had put some kind of bandage on
it. I knew basically that I’d look like I had some kind of injury on my face
to anyone who looked at me on the way home. I was glad I wasn’t taking
the bus. Dr Levis and the residents seemed overall reluctant to let me
leave by myself, but none of them offered me a ride or said, “No, you can’t
go like this!” when I was actually finished changing and ready to leave. I
knew there probably wasn’t anyone who could pick me up anyway. And
there was the characteristic sense of abjection in it all for me as if walking
home by myself after day surgery in the middle of February atoned for my
delay in seeking treatment—a delay which had likely led to my needing
to have day surgery in the first place. So if I was weak and shaky on my
way home, if someone recoiled suspiciously at the look of me as I walked
home, I deserved it. And as it turned out, the experience of walking home
by my self after day surgery was actually worse than I thought it would be
in a way I can’t really describe. It just took me a really long time to walk
home. And when I got home, the first thing I did was look in the mirror.
It was worse than I thought. Actually, I hadn’t thought. I hadn’t given it
any thought except to think that I’d be really glad not to have the skin on
my nose skimming off like snow when you slide across it.
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Back to School
Friday  February 
Of course I didn’t arrange to take any time off work. I’d had one day to get
used to it and go downtown and buy some Physician’s Formula—Green
Concealer as recommended by Dr Levis to “take the red out” once the scab
came off. I hadn’t really thought about what it would be like going back
to work with a huge white gauze bandage on my nose and scab bits and
dried blood peeking out. It was only day surgery after all, and of course I
hadn’t really thought to tell anyone that I was having surgery on my face
so of course when I showed up at work, everyone reacted. “Uh, I just had
some skin cancer removed from my face,” I said to colleagues who mostly
just rolled their eyes sympathetically and murmured “Are you okay now?”
and got out as fast as they could. With those responses under my belt, I
felt really well-prepared to face my students in the big first-year lecture
class. “What happened to you?” they said. And, instead of telling them, I
said, “What do you think happened to me?” And they listed off a bunch
of possibilities that mostly suggested that they suspect that I’m inherently
clumsy and/or hang around with an unsavoury bunch of people in dangerous downtown Hamilton nightspots. And I laughed and connected their
ideas to the lecture—how their guesses mimic the reader’s experience, how
all that connects to narrative or point of view or suspense or exposition.
And I never told them. Weirdly, I felt it was none of their business.
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Reading my skin
Tuesday  April 
I met my new dermatologist yesterday. He came in swinging his canister
of liquid nitrogen as dermatologists do. He gave me the once-over as
dermatologists do. As a regular, I should be used to it by now. But I find
it very disconcerting. Maybe it’s just that he’s my new dermatologist (my
old one moved to Stoney Creek). He’s talking to me, but the whole time
he’s sweeping my skin with his eyes. He has special close-up vision. He can
spot a freckle gone wrong in an instant. He knows what he’s looking for
and he knows that I am someone who may give him cause to pause in his
reading, to make him stop and reread me. It’s not necessarily complexity
he’s finding; it’s anomaly. But it’s intimate. He’s reading and rereading me,
my skin. Since we had never met before, he asked me the usual questions
about where I grew up (to determine my potential past sun damage),
what I do for a living now (my current and potential sun damage), and
what I like to do for a good time (just kidding—he wanted to know if I
liked outdoor sports like golf [don’t know] and tennis [yes]). He doesn’t
really want to get to know me; he just wants enough information to allow
him to process and proceed. is is what dermatologists do. All the time
he’s talking and I’m talking back, he’s reading me, holding my hand and
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sweeping his eyes up my arm, across my shoulders, and down my other
arm. He looks at my face but not the way that anybody else looks at my face.
He’s talking in an ordinary way, but he’s mentally divided my face up into
vertical sections and he’s scanning each section. His head and eyes move
vertically. He stops at the bridge of my nose where I had the surgery two
years ago and spends a little more time there. He touches the bridge of my
nose, smoothes the skin across, and he moves his head closer. He checks
out my neck, a persistent problem—seems to be under control now. He
spritzes my hand with the liquid nitrogen. I’d read it as a small wart but
he says not … I’m looking at it right now. It’s red and it looks like a super
giant wart. I know it will blister and peel off in a couple of days and smooth
out … like my neck … pictured here from a few months ago.

Just Keratosis; Or, hopping up on the table for Frank
Monday  May 
Frank was in a big hurry today and that didn’t make me feel good. I’m
anxious at the best of times about these visits. I had already planned to
tell him not to take anything off my face by scraping or liquid nitrogen
today because I have two conferences in the next two weeks and I hate
having scabs on my face. It’s obviously part vanity, but it’s also to do with
answering questions and comments. As much as I try to be casual about
having skin cancer, it’s not that easy to talk about. It’s also interesting how
a lot of people immediately disassociate themselves from the issue by saying things like, “Oh well, you are  fair, it’s not surprising” or switch to a
focus on their own invulnerability: “I’m naturally tanned. I get a good base
down and never burn.” Sometimes I bother to ask them if they have moles
since most darker-skinned people do (and I don’t have any), but mostly I
just feel dismissed and don’t say anything. ere’s also never any discussion
about underlying environmental issues or questions about how serious
the condition actually is. People are just grossed out by the appearance
of my skin after it’s been zapped or scraped or scalpeled (I’ve up to now
turned down radiation therapy, so I don’t know what that looks like), and
they don’t like to talk about cancer, generally.
Frank told me to take my clothes off today. He usually doesn’t do that.
I guess he wanted to give me a thorough once-over. I actually think he’s
ready to ditch me as a regular. I’ve been pretty clear for close to a year, and
he’s so busy that having me come in less often would be good for him—he
could fit in a couple of new patients (apparently there will be seventy
thousand new cases of skin cancer in Canada this year). One of my ballet
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buddies also told me that Frank wants to retire which would suck for me
in a way because then I’d have to get used to yet another dermatologist.
And I’m just getting used to him. Anyway, he was in a big hurry today.
First he said, “Take off all your clothes except for your bra and panties and
put on this sheet. Don’t rush, take your time.” en when I wasn’t rushing
and had only taken my top off, he burst in and said, “Oh, sorry, you’re not
ready? Don’t rush.” So I quickly peeled off my jeans and jumped onto the
examining table just as he burst back in. At least he took the time to wash
his hands. But, then, before I’d even had a chance to say what I’d planned
to say about not zapping my face, he’d done it. Two mirrored patches just
adjacent to my ears. “You’re perfectly symmetrical. It’s surprising how
common that is! But it’s just keratosis so we won’t worry about it too much.
I think you’re good to go for a year.” And then he zapped my right calf.
at was a bigger patch but still just keratosis. It burned more and then it
bubbled up and had this blister-like outcropping that lasted for a couple
of days. I find that even now, even a few months later, I still look at that
spot a lot. Where there’d been a dark pink, wart-like bump, now there is
a small scar, an indentation, a little crater like on the surface of the moon.
I feel simultaneously connected to it (obviously), yet disconnected as if
what’s happening on the surface of my body is both me and not me.

Photographs by Peter Karuma.
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Orange Palms and Keratosis
– June 

What’s really
interesting in all
this is that I care
so much about
the tan.

, so I am textbook. A textbook case. High-risk group: fair skinned, blond
or redhead. Not the highest risk: I do tan—fairly easily or maybe I fool
myself into believing that I’m browner in July. Maybe I just have more
freckles in July. at used to be the joke about me, that my tan was just
my freckles melting together under the sun’s heat. Apparently, though, I
am, at least by lineage, truly textbook. According to my father, who was
not one bit upset when I told him in late  that I’d been diagnosed
with basal cell carcinoma and that I would have to have surgery on my
face in February , my grandmother’s skin cancer story was written
up in a medical journal thirty years ago. Of course, I’d never been told
that my grandmother had skin cancer at all or maybe I had and I was just
completely detached from it because I didn’t see my grandmother or her
skin very often. I hadn’t even been told by my father to stay out of the sun
although my mom did plunk a hat on me from time to time, especially if
she could see my scalp burning—even I didn’t like a scalp burn, especially
afterward when it started peeling and big hunks of dry skin started falling
out of my hair.
What’s really interesting in all this is that I care so much about the tan.
It’s the hegemony of the tan and I am, like virtually everyone else (except
for Goths), imprisoned in it. I desire brownness. And so, this summer,
for my beach days: my five days at the Pinery and my holiday Mondays at
Turkey Point, I decide to try an   “colour boosting” sunscreen and I
end up with virtually the same tan I always get plus bright orange palms.
Because, of course, I never read the instructions. And I obviously didn’t
wash my hands thoroughly after every application as the instructions
instructed. But I was at the beach! Where was I going to thoroughly wash
my hands? If I did it in the lake, all the sunscreen I’d just put on my arms
would wash off. So I just sat there in my bikini and hat and flipped through
Vogue like I always do at the beach while my palms sneakily turned orange.
Yet, I’m doing well. I’m not a dermatology regular anymore. ere hasn’t
been a basal cell sighting in over a year. It’s just keratosis. But I’ve changed
my relationship to my skin, myself. I comb my skin constantly with my
eyes and live in it differently as I make long mental lists of discolourations
and rough patches, freckle diameters and anything I habitually scratch.
I’ve arrived at, derived a new technology of self-knowledge where being
comfortable in my own skin includes acknowledging my skin as more me
than I might have ever thought otherwise.
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